
Thursday, August 18, 2011

A Photography and Cupcake Filled Afternoon at the Allied
Arts Guild

The afternoon was a great success! Here's a recap of what it was like as I wandered around the
gardens and dessert bars at the Allied Arts Guild last weekend.

Meet the children Elley met on her visit to Nepal.

BTW, it's not too late to support my friend and wedding photographer Elley Ho's fundraiser to
help impoverished school children living in the Himalayan Valleys of Nepal. You can purchase
her and her co-exhibitor Scott Taylor's photos online and 100% of the proceeds will be donated
to help school children a world away through the NEIO (The Nepal Education Initiative
Organization a 501c3 charity).
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Welcome! I Found The Place is a multi-
niche, inspirational blog that promotes
local and national tourism, lifestyle, lots
of food posts, advocacy for the National
Marrow Donor Program and the everyday
highs and lows of former Bay Area
Designer (now Michiganese), Creative
Consultant, Foodie, Photographer and
Geeky Girl, Stacie Tamaki

I hope my blog inspires you to look
around and discover fun and interesting
things to do wherever you live and to
follow your passion so you can be fun and
adventurous too :)

Stacie Tamaki
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I know some people in the United States believe we should only help people in the United
States. Need is need and we do have citizens who need help right here at home and I believe
we should help them.

But at the same time the concept of "us" and "others" is based on nothing more than the man
made lines that divide and separate humankind into different countries.

I choose not to acknowledge these lines when it comes to helping humanity. When it comes to
human suffering and the need for opportunities to rise out of poverty I believe in helping both
where the need is greatest and within my own local community. To me it doesn't have to be an
either or endeavor. I may donate money to people overseas and money or time to those who
live here and need help.

At the end of the day, regardless of our differences, we share the same basic needs of food,
water and shelter.

We will also all achieve more and will create a better world if we are given the opportunity to
be educated. And that's what NEIO does. It helps to educate children to help them rise out of
poverty.
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The gardens at the Allied Arts Guild in Menlo Park are really gorgeous. Remember how the
previous Saturday I'd gone out a week early by accident for Elley's exhibit? It turned out to be a
happy accident because I stayed and photographed the Hydrangeas in the Garden of Delight.

When I arrived I spotted friend and photographer Lisa Whalen with Elley and Scott Taylor so I
took a picture of her. . .

 

My flirty, tiny (4'x6') trailer 
"The Glampette"

Click HERE to read her build posts

Or click HERE to read every post I've
written about her.

Or watch the Youtube video of her first
television interview on The Jennylyn
Show!
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Photo by: LIsa Whalen Photography

Taking this picture of them.

Elley and Scott spent one month hiking over 100 miles across the Himalayan mountain range.
They stayed in villages, lived with locals, volunteered and taught in classrooms and documented
much of what they saw and experienced through photography and video.
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These are the photos that were exhibited at their "A World Away" show and are still available on
line to purchase with the proceeds going to the NEIO. These kids have very little. They play
kickball with a ball that is completely deflated but they love it and the fact that it has no air
doesn't impact the joy they experience when they play with it.

They learn to write and draw with nubs of pencils that we in America would have thrown away
long ago.

Pantene Beautiful Lengths Hair Donation 

Easy Cheesy, Vegetarian, Baked Ziti
Recipe
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Their penmanship is beautiful Seriously. They all have better writing skills than I do and I wasn't
the only attendee saying that. My handwriting looks like chicken scratch by comparison.

This is the Nakote School that the NEIO helped to build for the children after their existing
school was destroyed by a landslide.

The NEIO was created by Wayne H. Cheung, a senior IT Corporate Manager with fifteen years of
experience at a San Francisco based structural engineering firm. Wayne learned of the need and
began recruiting volunteers in the San Francisco Bay Area, Hong Kong, China and Nepal to help
rebuild the school. From his efforts the NEIO was born and has continued to help provide
educational facilities to children in geographically disadvantageous regions.
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I loved that the photos were displayed out on the Sunset Terrace and Patio and not indoors.

The weather couldn't have been more perfect!
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There were three fundraisers that day all to benefit NEIO: One was to buy a raffle ticket to win
one of the door prizes. Another was to purchase a glass of wine and three desserts from the
dessert bar inside the Sunset Room. And the third was that the proceeds for any of the pictures
sold would be donated to NEIO.

The NEIO was there with a great display of letter, pictures and photos from the children the
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non-profit helps.

Lower Right Photo by: Lisa Whalen Photography

Elley spoke a few words thanking the attendees for their support and explaining how the NEIO is
making a difference.

Then we watched a video about her and Scott's experience in the Himalayas.
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This was just one of the three dessert stations that day. The desserts were donated by local
bakers Carolyn Wong Cakes, Jen's Cakes, Michelle Ng and Studio Cake.
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Wine and cupcakes. . . A winning combination.

The Flirty Guide (23)

The yard (2)

Tourism - International (1)

Tourism - Nationwide (11)

Tourism - Sunset to Sunrise Getaways
(4)

Tourism - Wine Country (23)

Tourism Canada (8)

Tourism Central Valley (4)

Tourism Michigan (1)

Tourism SF (16)

Tourism South Bay (15)

Tourism South Bay. Wildflowers (1)

Trailer - Camping (1)

Trailer - Build (21)

Trailer - Gear (14)

Trailer - Rallies (5)

Trailer - Road Reports (12)

Trailer - The Glampette (56)

Trailer/RV (4)

Videos-Wedding (6)

Vlogging (3)

Volunteering (3)

Wedding Accessories (8)

Wedding Cake Toppers (10)

Wedding Proposals (2)

Weddings (9)

►  2015 (1)

►  2014 (77)

►  2013 (167)

►  2012 (285)

▼  2011 (266)

►  December (33)

►  November (16)

►  October (23)

►  September (16)

▼  August (22)

I've Decided to Write a Cookbook!

Double Recipe Disaster: Failed
Peanut Butter Fudge...

Daring Bakers' Challenge: Tempered
Chocolates and ...

The End of an Era and a New
Beginning for Apple In...

Work for a Company that Cares:
LYFE Kitchen is Hir...

A Bone Marrow Transplant with a
Happy Ending

A Photography and Cupcake Filled
Afternoon at the ...

A Pescadero Food Tour: Where and
What to Eat Off H...

A Happy Birthday Nanaimo Bar Cake

I'm Learning How to Vlog!

Frost Cupcake Factory Opens in
Downtown Campbell, ...
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Cupcakes Galore!

Mini Cupcakes

Bay Area and Online Fundraisers to
Help Find Our F...

My Interview On the Lotus
Blossoming Telesummit is...

A DIY Vegetarian BBQ Pulled Pork
Sandwich

Beautiful Blooming Hydrangeas at
the Allied Arts G...

LYFE Kitchen's Tal Ronnen Taught Me
How to Cook!

The Flirty Blog's Most Popular Photos
and Posts

Meet Chef Tal Ronnen at Draeger's
Menlo Park Today...

A Swanky Evening at Union Square's
Vessel Ultra Lo...

An Itsy Bitsy Spider Altered My
Dinner Plans

How Did I Overcome My Fear of
Public Speaking?

A Restaurant Gift Certificate
Wedding Registry

►  July (21)

►  June (12)

►  May (23)

►  April (23)

►  March (28)

►  February (24)

►  January (25)

►  2010 (185)

►  2009 (222)

►  2008 (239)

►  2007 (80)

►  2006 (26)

Flirty Fans
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"Mendiants Chocolate Noir" aka Fruit and Nut Chocolates

Follow this blog

Widget discontinued. Please
remove it from your blog.

Show All

Some of My Friends and Favorite
Blogs

corner blog
the paper playhouse
winner! - Happy
Monday, everyone! I
just ended a brutal
week of non-paying
work (what's new) that

will hopefully turn into something
great, but no guarantees. I...
1 day ago

Tiny Yellow Teardrop
Featured Teardrop: The
Gidget Retro Teardrop
Camper - Quite a lot of
interesting, tiny
campers are coming
from Down Under. This

includes the unique Gidget Retro
Teardrop Camper that features a
front slideout—e...
1 day ago

Dare Dreamer Magazine
Lessons
Learned
Shooting,
Editing
and
Mixing a

9-Camera Music Performance -
Excited to start post production on
SoundandSEA.TV episode 2,
"#ImprovJam". Here are some early
lessons I learned from the set and in
the edit suite.
1 day ago

Eat The Love
Blueberry Muffins Recipe with Blood
Orange - This homemade blueberry
muffins recipe is easy to make and
uses a blood orange to give a nice
subtle citrus flavor to each bite! It’s
been ongoing for th...
1 day ago

Louisiana Belle
2014 Photo Overload -
Happy Monday, y'all!
Here are (hopefully) the
last of my 2014 photos.
Hope everyone has a
great week! Will be

checking in during the next few days.
The Lean...
1 day ago

The international bone marrow
registry is made up of 34 different
countries. Over half the marrow
matches made worldwide are
between donors and patients who

Featured Causes
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Mocha Marble Cheesecakes and Pear and Almond Frangipane Tarts

Marshmallows, Meringues and Cake!

live in different countries. 
CLICK HERE to learn more.

URGENT NEED: 22 year old Cristina Di
Corte is looking for, most likely, a
bone marrow donor of Italian descent.
Cristina suffers from a disease so rare
it took doctors four years to diagnose
her condition as MNGIE. Learn more at
her website HelpingCristina.org

Whether giving someone a kind
word, volunteering your time or
donating money... TFG strongly
supports and encourages you to be
compassionate to yourself and
others... 

If you are or know someone who is
suffering from depression please
take a few minutes and click on the
title to read the blog post "Feeling
Suicidal? It Gets Better." 
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Subscribe to: Post Comments (Atom)

0

Posted by Tinygami at 11:57 AM 

Labels: Making a Difference

The cupcakes were displayed so beautifully. Look how perfectly aligned they were on the table.
This only made it more funny when I saw the following sad picture Photographer Lisa Whalen
posted the next day on Facebook of some cupcakes she took home with her but the box didn't
do a great job of keeping them upright. . .

Photo by: Lisa Whalen Photography

LOL it was a Cupcaketastrophe!

In closing all I can say is that a warm summer day, good friends, a great cause and a dessert bar
make doing something good all the more sweeter.

Eco friendly ideas on The Flirty
Blog include bringing your own to-
go container, reusable chopsticks,
and bringing our own reusable cup
when you dine out. Recycling is
good but not creating waste in the
first place is even better.

More Causes to Care About

A Good Idea SF

Six Degrees

Supporting Kids and Communities

ASPCA

Meatless Mondays

Animal Welfare - Wild, Pets and Farm

Kickstarter

Kiva

Funding Entrepreneurs

Akshaya Trust

Second Harvest Food Bank

Feed the Hungry

Be The Match

First Descents

Health

31 Bits

World of Good

Places to Shop

Part of what makes life interesting is that
we aren't all the same

The Flirty Blog Supports Equality
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YAY! No Registration Needed to Leave a Comment :)

Just look for the orange "Comment" link after the time stamp at the foot of
each post and click on it, or click on the post title and the comment box will
appear on the page at the base of the post when it reopens. 

Comments that are Spam off topic, contain profanity, lewdness, promote
violence, hate speech or any form of discrimination will either be modified or
will not be posted. Click Here for a detailed list of this blog's policies. 

You are welcome to make a link of your name using the Name/URL option to
guide readers to your website. 

Please do NOT post a string of keywords as your name. Comments received in
this fashion will either not be published or the link will be removed. The Flirty
Blog reserves the right to modify, delete or decline to publish comments that
are considered to be off topic or SPAM.

In the United State of America everyone
deserves equal rights meaning all laws
must be applied equally. I'm not just
talking about the right to marry but the
legal protections and benefits that the
married are given.

CLICK HERE to take the anti-bullying
pledge.

I was awarded Wish Upon a
Wedding's Shining Star award in
Nov. 2010 by the San Francisco
Chapter's Board of Directors. The
award is their way to thank and pay
tribute to wedding professionals
who, by their demonstrated
commitment and example, inspire
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others to engage in volunteer
service. Read the blog post by
CLICKING HERE 

I took Mark Ferrell's Master of
Ceremonies Workshop (Bronze
Level) in May 2010 and it was a
transformative. You can read all
about it by CLICKING HERE. 

In late 2009 I was approached by
"Be The Match" formerly known as
The National Marrow Donor
Program, because they had seen
the volunteer, marrow donor
recruitment and education
advocacy I had been doing online
ever since my cousin Tami had
become ill in Feb. 2009. They said
there were others like me out
there, just doing their own thing
supporting the program and they
wanted to create a formal support
system for us at "Be The Match." 

I was invited to be a part of a focus
group that over the course of
several weeks, gave feedback as
they designed the SMART program.
Once completed, I was invited to
become one of its first members
and officially passed the test in
May of 2010. 

The Women's Initiative supports
women, particularly minority and
financial challenged women, by
teaching them how to become self
sufficient entrepreneurs and offer
micro-funding to help them launch
their new companies. 

To learn more about the Women's
Initiative CLICK HERE 
To learn more about The Flirty Blog
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you can check out my podcast
interview on Ralph Mucci's Meet the
Wedding Bloggers!

If you'd like to share The Flirty Guide and
Blog on your own website or blog there's
an entire page of super cute web badges
(with code) for you to choose from! CLICK
HERE to view them and to pick one up! 

CLICK HERE for 
"I Was Featured" Web Badges
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